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Abstract
Relational particle dynamics include the dynamics of pure shape and cases in which absolute scale or absolute rotation
are additionally meaningful. These are interesting as regards the absolute versus relative motion debate as well as discussion
of conceptual issues connected with the problem of time in quantum gravity. In spatial dimension 1 and 2 the relative
configuration spaces of shapes are n-spheres and complex projective spaces, from which knowledge I construct natural
mechanics on these spaces. I also show that these coincide with Barbour’s indirectly-constructed relational dynamics by
performing a full reduction on the latter. Then the identification of the configuration spaces as n-spheres and complex
projective spaces, for which spaces much mathematics is available, significantly advances the understanding of Barbour’s
relational theory in spatial dimensions 1 and 2. I also provide the parallel study of a new theory for which position and
scale are purely relative but orientation is absolute. The configuration space for this is an n-sphere regardless of the
spatial dimension, which renders this theory a more tractable arena for investigation of implications of scale invariance
than Barbour’s theory itself.
PACS: 04.60Kz.
∗ea212@cam.ac.uk
1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation for studying relational particle models
General Relativity (GR) can be studied as a dynamics by splitting spacetime with respect to a family of spatial hypersurfaces
[1]. These are to have some fixed topology Σ, which I take to be a compact without boundary one for simplicity. A (rather
redundant) configuration space on this is Riem(Σ) × Diff(Σ) × A(Σ) – the values that can be taken by a Riemannian 3-
metric hµν on the 3-space, by the shift βµ (displacement in spatial coordinates in moving between neighbouring spatial
hypersurfaces), and by the lapse α (proper time elapsed in moving between neighbouring spatial hypersurfaces). Then the
Arnowitt–Deser–Misner (ADM) [1] action1
IADM =
∫
dλ
∫
d3xL¯ADM =
∫
dλ
∫
d3x
√
hα
{
TADM
α2
+R− 2Λ
}
, (1)
where
TADM =
1
4
||h˙−£βh||2M =
1
4
Mµνρσ{h˙µν −£βhµν}{h˙ρσ −£βhρσ} , (2)
can be constructed by likewise splitting the usual spacetime Einstein–Hilbert action of GR. The lapse and shift are not
dynamical variables as their conjugate momenta are zero, so it is evident that all the physics lies within the ‘metrodynamics’
(dynamical evolution of hµν). Variation with respect to βµ produces the momentum constraint
2
Hµ ≡ −2Dνpiνµ = 0 , (3)
and variation with respect to α produces the Hamiltonian constraint,
H ≡ 1√
h
||pi||2
N
−
√
h{R− 2Λ} = 0 . (4)
Variation with respect to hµν provides the evolution equations, which straightforwardly propagate the above constraints.
The momentum constraint (3) is interpretable as the geometrically-clear restriction on the ‘metrodynamics’ [3] that the
coordinate grid information in the metric is redundant rather than physical. Thus the physics is contained within the
remaining, ‘geometrical shape’ information in the metric, and thus GR is, more specifically, a geometrodynamics [3, 2] on
the quotient configuration space superspace(Σ) = Riem(Σ)/Diff(Σ) [3]. This is less redundant (it is still partly redundant
because the Hamiltonian constraint has not yet been addressed). The dynamical objects are the slices’ geometry (i.e. their
shape as opposed to how a coordinate grid is painted on that shape). One way of viewing geometrodynamics (which extends
to fundamental matter sources) is as a spatially relational theory or arbitrary 3-diffeomorphism corrected theory (see e.g.
[4, 5]). These frame corrections appear solely as corrections to the velocities in the action. This has a counterpart for particle
models with such as arbitrary translation, rotation and scale frame corrections: relational particle models (RPM’s) [6, 7].
Quantum geometrodynamics has a notorious problem of time [2, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] because ‘time’
takes a different meaning in GR and in ordinary quantum theory. One notable manifestation of this is that a frozen (i.e.
timeless or stationary) Schro¨dinger equation arises therein: the quantum counterpart of 4 is the Wheeler–DeWitt equation3
ĤΨ = −~2‘ 1√
M
δ
δhµν
{√
MNµνρσ
δΨ
δhρσ
}
’−
√
hRΨ+
√
h2ΛΨ = 0 . (5)
The problem of time is unresolved for GR; many conceptual strategies have been put forward to resolve it but none to date
work when examined in detail.
1) There are approaches that involve finding a fundamental time for the full theory at the classical level. For example,
one could seek for such a time by canonically transforming the geometrodynamical variables to new variables among which
an explicit and genuinely time-like time variable is isolated out. One candidate time of this form is York time. This is
a ‘dilational object’ built out of the gravitational quantities alone: it is proportional to hµνpi
µν/
√
h [21, 22, 8, 12, 13].
A different possibility is that adjoined ‘reference’ matter fields such as Gaussian reference fluid, dust or null dust, could
themselves provide a time [12, 13, 23].
2) There are strategies in which time is capable of being emergent in the quantum regime despite not always being present
at the fundamental level. One example of this is superspace time: superspace is indefinite and so a time-like notion exists for
1
L¯ denotes Lagrangian density. h and R are the determinant and Ricci scalar of hµν . Λ is the cosmological constant. I use ( , )A for the
inner product with respect to the array A, with corresponding norm || ||A. When A is the identity matrix, it is dropped from the notation. In
the present use, the array M is the GR configuration space metric, with components Mµνρσ = hµρhνσ − hµνhρσ and determinant M. This is the
inverse of the undensitized DeWitt [2] supermetric N, which has components Nµνσρ = hµνhρσ −
1
2
hµνhρσ. λ is label-time and the dot denotes
∂/∂λ. £β is the Lie derivative with respect to the vector field βµ.
2Dµ is the spatial covariant derivative and piµν is the momentum conjugate to hµν .
3The inverted commas denote that the WDE has additional technical problems: there are operator-ordering ambiguities (the ordering I give
here is the Laplacian one, see e.g. [19, 20] for motivation) and regularization is required, while what functional differential equations mean
mathematically is open to question.
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it too. Another example is the semiclassical approach [2, 24, 25], in which a time emerges in the semiclassical regime. This
is additionally a useful framework for discussing the origin [25] of galaxies and cosmic microwave background perturbations
within semiclassical scheme, for which one needs to study spatially-located fast light degrees of freedom that are coupled to
global slow heavy degees of freedom such as the size of the universe.
3) There are also timeless records strategies [9, 26, 14, 15, 17, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31], in which what is primary is correlations
between localized subsystems of a single present, from which a semblance of dynamics or history is to be constructed.
(Finally, there are also approaches in which it is the histories that are primary [26, 33].)
The structure of the GR configuration space plays an important underlying role in the above problem of time investigations.
Superspace(Σ) for Σ compact without boundary has been studied e.g. in [2, 34], which revealed a number of its topological
space, metric space, differential structure and geometrical properties (then e.g. the superspace time approach follows from
the natural metric on superspace being indefinite, while records theory is built on the study of measures of distance between
subconfigurations). Because the Hamiltonian constraint (4) remains unaddressed at this stage, the information in superspace
is not purely physical. The restriction due to (4) does not admit a straightforward geometrical interpretation. It restricts
one to 2/3 of superspace. A geometrically natural 2/3 of superspace is conformal superspace(Σ) = superspace(Σ)/Conf(Σ)
(studied e.g. in [21, 35]) for Conf(Σ) the group of conformal transformations associated with the maximal condition [36]
pi ≡ hµνpiµν = 0 , (6)
or the volume-preserving conformal transformations associated with the constant mean curvature condition
pi/
√
h ≡ hµνpiµν/
√
h = const . (7)
One can see that this mathematics is related to the York time approach. The above 2/3, however, might not bear any
direct relation with the 2/3 of superspace picked out by the Hamiltonian constraint itself. Also, the geometrical nature of
superspace and conformal superspace is extremally complicated, which places limitations on what insights one can get from
their study.
The notorious frozen formalism aspect of problem of time in quantum GR stems from the homogeneous quadraticity in the
momenta of the GR Hamiltonian constraint, a feature which can be emulated more freely of technical complications in simpler
cases. Thus toy models are often used to conceptualize about it [11, 12, 13, 17]. Similar arguments make toy models a sensible
starting point for other tough conceptual such as with quantum mechanical closed universes [9, 33, 27, 28, 29] and how one
might envisage and find (enough) observables [39, 12] in quantum GR. While minisuperspace (see e.g. the review [40]) is a
commonly-studied toy model, it is not very useful for some purposes because it treats all points in space as behaving in exactly
the same way. This amounts to 1) having no nontrivial linear momentum constraints [an important source of complications
with uplifting problem of time resolving strategies to (more) full GR]. 2) There being no meaningful notion of subsystem that
is localized in space, which is needed for e.g. the records theory approach and some aspects of the semiclassical approach.
This paper’s relational particle dynamics [6, 7] toy models are a class of toy models that do incorporate both of features 1)
and 2) among the ways in which they resemble GR, so they are a useful class [41, 12, 14, 17, 42, 18, 43, 44, 20, 45, 30, 31, 32]
of toy models for records and semiclassical schemes. (they also have a dilational internal time that parallel GR’s York time.)
They do not however serve for all POT strategies: e.g. not for the superspace time approach or the reference matter field
time approach (which is also ‘orthogonal’ to this paper’s approach to geometrodynamics in involving phenomenological rather
than fundamental matter). The line of development in this paper focuses on the underlying structure of the configuration
spaces for RPM’s, and will then proceed via a second paper [20] in which I quantize the present manuscript’s toy models.
RPM’s also have a separate life as formalisms opposite to the “absolutist” development of mechanics. In particular,
Barbour–Bertotti theory is directly relevant [6, 46, 47, 48] to the absolute or relative motion debate [49, 47, 48], as it is a
relational (Leibnizian, Machian) formulation of mechanics and in agreement with a subset of Newtonian mechanics (the zero
total angular momentum universes). Its 3-particle subcase, triangleland, is already a useful example of relational motion,
featuring e.g. in [17]. Barbour’s dilation-invariant theory is likewise of interest: while Barbour–Bertotti theory is a dynamics
of shape and size, Barbour theory is a dynamics of pure shape. Thus it is interesting to point out that 1) in this paper I
obtain the models by a line of thought that is different from the one that Barbour used in originally finding these models.
He worked with redundant variables while I work on the configuration space of reduced variables, and yet the two a priori
different types of theories that result coincide, as I demonstrate in Sec 4). 2) I obtain an extra RPM theory that hadn’t
been considered before. Barbour’s theory [7, 44] presents a possible explanation of departures from standard gravitational
physics at the larger relative scales as following from a simple underlying physical principle [7, 44]. This has potential for
astrophysical interest, e.g. whether it could serve as a simple theoretical model for galaxy rotation curves while furbishing
solar system physics that is consistent with observation. This paper’s new dilation-invariant but absolute orientation theory
could be used to address this possibility free of the substantial complications incurred by quotienting out 3-d rotations.
Finally, RPM’s are also interesting examples in their own right as regards applying quantization techniques and investigat-
ing quantum properties [41, 50, 20]. [These studies are also prerequisites for many parts of the studies of relational dynamics
as toy models toward understanding conceptual issues in quantum GR.] RPM models are subtle enough for operator ordering
issues (see e.g. [19]) and global issues (see e.g. [51]) to be relevant.
I begin by expanding on the abovementioned difference of line of thought. themselves of interest because the POT issues
are not yet understood.
2
1.2 Quite a general dynamical approach to classical physics
Given some notion of space, one is to consider some configuration space that is compatible with it. A configuration space
consists of the set of different values that can be taken by a set of base objects, e.g. particle positions (see [52] for a clear
exposition of this case), inter-particle relations, the values at each point of continuous extended objects4 or geometrical
objects, though this may further be augmented from a set by bringing in topological space, metric space and geometrical
structures. The set of base objects in question is allowed to be redundant (e.g. coordinate redundancy, gauge redundancy),
i.e. some base objects can be partly or totally empty of physical content. This kind of description is used because it is often
impractical or beyond current technical understanding to work with just physical base objects.
From one’s base objects, one then constructs natural compound objects (these may include velocities, spatial derivatives
and contracted objects), perhaps subject to some limitations (from implementating physical or philosophical principles, or
purely mathematical simplicity postulates), and assemble a scalar Lagrangian or Lagrangian density from these. This is then
integrated over whatever notion of time and space of extent are appropriate to form an action. Given an action, one can
define the momenta conjugate to a set of configuration space coordinates and see if there are any inter-relations among these
due to the form of the action (primary constraints). Variation of the action with respect to the base objects provides perhaps
some secondary constraints, and some evolution equations. Even more constraints may arise by the requirement that the
evolution equations propagate the constraints (the Dirac method [53]).
Postulate 1 (configurational relationalism). One may consider that there is a group G of motions that are physically
redundant. This group may contain spatial and (or) internal motions, so it is a generalization of spatial relationalism as well
as a way of thinking about gauge theory.
Indirect implementation of Postulate 1. The velocities of the base quantities pick up arbitrary G-frame corrections.
(This is usually explained in terms of symmetry requirements on the Lagrangian or in terms of the appending part of Dirac’s
procedure [53] in the Hamiltonian formalism followed by Legendre transformation to the Lagrangian formalism.) Thus gauge
auxiliaries feature in the action. Then variation with respect to these then produces constraints which implement the physical
irrelevance of G: each such constraint takes out both one degree of freedom in G and one degree of freedom in Q, so that the
physical content is embodied by the quotient configuration space Q/G.
Parametrization Procedure One may adjoin the original notion of time’s time variable to the configuration space
Q −→ Q× T by rewriting one’s action in terms of a label-time parameter (see e.g. [52]).
Example 1: the ADM formulation of GR
The above postulates can be taken to underly the formulation of GR in Sec 1.1. The notion of space here is in the background
topology Σ and the incipient notion of configuration space is Riem(Σ). The adjunction of Diff(Σ) is an example of the indirect
implementation of configurational relationalism, corresponding to the coordinatization of Σ being held to be physically
irrelevant. The adjunction of A(Σ) is a rather special example of the parametrization procedure. From these metric, shift
and lapse base objects, one can construct the compound objects of metric geometry and the 3-diffeomorphism-corrected (i.e.
shift-corrected) metric velocities. One can then write down many different actions on this configuration space. Among these,
the ADM action (2) can be taken to follow either from ADM’s decomposition of the spacetime action or from a sufficiently
long list of principles and simplicity assumptions (though in fact the form of the spacetime action itself depends on a number
of simplicity assumptions, so some entirely mathematical assumptions, such as about the highest-order derivatives that are
to feature in the action, have to be made at some stage in arriving at the above action).
The context in which the RPM’s arose is a somewhat different formulation of physics to this Subsection’s, which I next
present. [It should be noted that these differences do not spoil the Hamiltonian form of the subsequent constraint equations.]
1.3 Barbour-type dynamical approach to classical physics
Replace the indirect implementation of Postulate 1 by the more general alternative
Barbour-type implementation of Postulate 1: consider arbitrary G-frame forms for the base objects and all the
compound objects. Now, in commonly-encountered examples (which include all the examples in this Paper), Q and G
happen to be sufficiently compatible that corrections to the objects themselves do not show up5, but setting up the arbitrary
G-frame and taking the time derivative do not commute, so that the velocity of the original auxiliary variable does appear
in a correction to the velocity of each base object in Q. [This is a derivation [54, 57] of Barbour’s ‘best matching’ in the first
sense in which he uses this expression (see e.g. [6, 4]).]
4In dimension d, continuous extended objects cover fields (values everywhere in space) and objects that have their own separate notion of space
of extent, i.e. membranes that have values on surfaces of some dimension between d− 1 and 1, in which last case they are termed strings.
5See [54, 55, 56] for discussion of more complicated cases for which this is not the case.
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Barbour also does not trust the parametrization procedure because the time variable is extraneous to the configuration space.
He would start rather with
Postulate 2 (temporal relationalism). Time is but a label in sufficiently general and fundamental physics.
This is to be implemented as follows: ‘actions are to be built to be manifestly reparametrization invariant’. Using as base
objects the instant I such that I˙ = α and frame Fµ such that F˙µ = βµ [59], I note that, nevertheless, the parametrization
procedure 2 is a subimplementation of this. Note that while the lapse and shift were multipliers, these new instant and
frame variables are cyclic coordinates. That this does not affect the outcome of the variational procedure (which hinges on
these variables nevertheless being auxiliary and hence freely prescribable at the endpoints of variation) is the subject of [59].
However, using either lapse or instant is still in tension as regards Barbour’s issue with extraneousness, while there is another
subimplementation that is not,
Barbour-type subimplementation of Postulate 2: actions are to be built to be manifestly reparametrization invariant
without extraneous time variables.
[Two further goals of the Barbour approach are as follows. One is also to search for a minimizer to establish the least
incongruence between adjacent physical configurations (that is the second sense in which Barbour uses the expression ‘best
matching’). One is also interested in obtaining geodesics on the reduced configuration space that uniquely represent the
dynamical motion.]
Example 2: BFO-A formulation of GR
Again, one has a topological notion of 3-space with some fixed topology Σ, which I take to be a compact without boundary
topology. Then a (rather redundant) configuration space on this is Riem(Σ)× Diff(Σ), corresponding to the values that can
be taken by a Riemannian 3-metric hµν on the 3-space, and by the frame Fµ (the spatial coordinates themselves); again,
the adjunction of Diff(Σ) corresponds to the coordinatization of Σ being held to be physically irrelevant. From these base
objects, one can construct the frame-corrected objects of the spatial metric geometry. As these transform well under the
3-diffeomorphisms of the spatial 3-metric geometry, the Diff(Σ) corrections are manifest only as corrections to the metric
velocities. One then assembles the action [4, 57, 54, 5]
IBFO−A =
∫
dλ
∫
d3xL¯BFO−A =
∫
dλ
∫
d3x
√
h
√
TBFO−A{R− 2Λ} , TBFO−A = ||h˙−£F˙h||2M , (8)
based on manifest reparametrization invariance without extraneous time variables, on the usual kind of simplicity postulates
and the observation that the Dirac procedure prevents other likewise simple choices for kinetic term T from working [4, 57,
5, 58]. One can also obtain this by doing the instant-frame version of the ADM split [59] on the Einstein–Hilbert action and
then eliminating the velocity of the instant by Routhian reduction (a move which directly parallels [59] Baierlein, Sharp and
Wheeler’s [60] elimination of the lapse Lagrange multiplier).
In this approach, the Hamiltonian constraint now arises as a primary constraint, while the momentum constraint arises
similarly to before as a secondary constraint from variation with respect to an auxiliary (now the frame rather than the
shift). Again, propagation by the evolution equations gives no further constraints.
There is also a parallel to this approach in which volume-preserving conformal transformations are also considered to be
a priori physically meaningless, which encodes constant mean curvature sliced GR [37, 38] from a variational principle [55].
1.4 Relational particle dynamics
Following the Barbour version of the above scheme gives rise to relational particle dynamics models. The incipient notion of
space is Absolute space A(d) = Rd. In each case the incipient configuration space
Q(N , d) = 〈N labelled possibly superposed material points in Rd〉. One then considers a groupG comprising any combination
of: absolute translations, absolute rotations and absolute scales to be physically meaningless by adjoining G to Q(N , d). In
each case one considers a Jacobi-type action [52] (these are always manifestly reparametrization invariant and free of time
variables extraneous to the configuration space):
I =
∫
dλL = 2
∫
dλ
√
T{U+ E} , (9)
where the kinetic term T is homogeneous quadratic in the velocities. U is minus the potential energy V and E is the total
energy. Note that each such action is indeed equivalent to the more well known Euler–Lagrange actions
I =
∫
dλL =
∫
dλ{T− V} , (10)
4
(see [52] for (9) ⇒ (10) by Routhian reduction and [43] for (10) ⇒ (9) by the emergence of a lapse-like or instant-like
quantity).
V and T are constructed from the G-frame corrected basic objects. As translations, rotations and scalings are compatible
with the vectorial notion of particle positions, arbitrary G-frame corrections show up only as corrections to the velocities.
Actions of this form lead to each such theory having as a primary constraint a quadratic energy constraint that is analogous
with the Hamiltonian constraint of GR in giving rise to a frozen formalism problem. Variation with respect to the adjoined
G-auxiliary variables produces constraints which ensure that one passes from Q(N , d)×G to the quotient space Q(N , d)/G.
In each case considered, the evolution equations from variation with respect to the particle position coordinates that make
up the Q(N , d) propagate the above constraints without producing any more constraints.
Example 3 (Barbour–Bertotti theory). [6] is the original reference; see [14, 17, 46, 41, 61, 50, 18, 43, 32] for develop-
ments). Here G is Eucl(d), the Euclidean group of translations and rotations, so that overall translations and rotations of
the model universe are taken to be meaningless. I denote the associated auxiliary variables by A and B. An action for this
theory is then (9) with6
T =
1
2
||q˙− A˙− B˙ × q||2
m
, (11)
V = V(‖q
A
− q
B
‖ alone) , (12)
where the q
A
are particle positions. Then the conjugate momenta are
pA = δABmB{q˙B − A˙B − B˙ × qB}/I˙ (13)
for I˙ = T/{U+ E}. These are seen to obey a primary constraint, the quadratic energy constraint
H ≡ 1
2
||p||2
n
+ V− E = 0 . (14)
Variation with respect to A and B yields respectively the secondary constraints
P ≡
∑
A
pA = 0 , (15)
L ≡
∑
A
q
A
× pA = 0 , (16)
i.e. linear zero total momentum and zero total angular momentum constraints. These various constraints may be recast
in terms of Jacobi coordinates RA which are [62] ‘diagonalizing’ linear combinations of the independent relative particle
positions rAB = qA− qB. P = 0 is trivially eliminated by this change of coordinates, while H and L become the similar-looking
expressions
H ≡ 1
2
||R||2
µ
+ V− E = 0 , (17)
L =
N∑
A=1
RA × P
A = 0 , (18)
where the Jacobi momenta are PA = δABµB{R˙B − B˙ × RB}/I˙. It is (18) which plays the role of a nontrivial analogue of
the GR momentum constraint.
Example 4 (Barbour’s theory) [7] is the original reference; for developments of this see [63, 18, 44] and below. Here G is
Sim(d), the Similarity group of translations, rotations and dilatations so that overall translations, rotations and dilatations
of the model universe are taken to be meaningless. I denote the associated auxiliary variables by A, B and C. An action for
this theory is then (9) with
T =
1
2j
∣∣∣∣∣∣q˙− A˙− B˙ × q+ C˙q|∣∣∣∣∣∣2
m
, (19)
V = V(‖q
A
− q
B
‖ alone) (20)
which is additionally homogeneous of degree zero. j = ||q||2m, the total moment of inertia of the system.
The corresponding momenta are
pA = δABmA{q˙B − A˙ + C˙qB}/j I˙ . (21)
6I use calligraphic indices for particle position labels from 1 to N and capital indices for relative position labels from 1 to N = N – 1. I
sometimes use underling in place of spatial indices, and bold in place of both spatial indices and position labels. m is the array with components
mAδAB for mA the Ath particle’s mass. n is the inverse of this array. µ is the array with components µIδIJ for µI the Ith Jacobi mass [62]. ν is
the inverse of this array.
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These again obey an energy constraint, now of form
j
2
||p||2n + V = E , (22)
momentum and angular momentum constraints of the same forms as above (15), (16), and a new zero dilational momentum
constraint which arises from variation with respect to C,
D ≡ (q · p) = 0 . (23)
Passing to Jacobi cordinates, the zero momentum constraint is again absorbed, while the other constraints take the forms
H ≡ J
2
||R||2
µ
+ V− E = 0 , (24)
(18) and
D = (R ·P) = 0 , (25)
where now the Jacobi momenta are PA = δABµB{R˙B − B˙ × RB + C˙RB}/J I˙ and J = ||R||2µ, the moment of inertia of the
system expressed in Jacobi coordinates. This last constraint is manifestly analogous to the GR maximal slice condition (6)
[while (R ·P) serves as a notion of internal time [18] in Barbour–Bertotti theory, much as the mean curvature (7) serves as
the York time notion in GR].
Example 5 (A new theory). Here G is the group of translations and dilatations, so that overall translations and dilatations
of the model universe are taken to be meaningless, but absolute rotations retain physical significance. I denote the associated
auxiliary variables by A and C. This is augmented by the group of translations and dilatations so that overall translations
and dilatations of the model universe be meaningless. An action for this theory is (9) with
T =
1
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣q˙− A˙ + C˙q∣∣∣∣∣∣2
m
, (26)
and V = V(||qA − qB||) alone which is additionally homogeneous of degree zero. This is a new theory for d > 1 (while it
coincides with B theory for d = 1, as rotations are then trivial).
The corresponding momenta are
pA = δABmA{q˙B − A˙ + C˙qB}/j I˙ . (27)
These obey energy, momentum and dilational momentum constraints as above: (22), (15) and (23). On passing to Jacobi
coordinates, this leaves one with (24) and (25), now for Jacobi momenta of form PA = δABµB{R˙B − C˙RB}/J I˙.
1.5 Outline of the rest of this Paper
It is known that at least some cases of RPM theories can furthermore be formulated otherwise by reduction [61, 50, 18, 44],
i.e. by elimination of some of the auxiliary velocities B˙ and C˙. However, in this paper, rather, I start (Sec 2) from the
configuration space and build upwards using what natural topological space, metric space and Riemannian geometry that
one has on these configuration spaces, based on Kendall’s work [64, 65, 66], and thus arrive at (Sec 3) likewise natural
mechanics directly implemented on these spaces. That involves replacing the above indirect implementations of Postulate 1
by the
direct implementation of Postulate 1: work on the quotient spaces Q/G themselves.
I succeed thus in building arbitrary particle number mechanics in dimensions 1 and 2, and in arbitrary dimension for the
case with absolute rotation but no absolute scale. Appendix A provides the geometrical computations needed to make my
equations for these mechanics explicit. I then show (Sec 4) that these are the same theories that one obtains from fully
reducing the Barbour-type theories. Thus this Paper points out that there is available (and presents) an essentially complete
configuration space study available for the above-listed cases of these relational particle mechanics theories. In this regard,
Appendix A provides further useful geometrical properties and Appendix B provides useful topological properties. These
are very useful as regards quantizing these theories, and thereby as regards using them as toy models for semiclassical and
records theory approaches (and yet other approaches) to the problem of time in quantum GR, for which explicit checks and
computations can be performed (see the Conclusion for more details).
6
2 Configuration spaces of shapes
This Section brings in selected material from the mathematical literature by Kendall et al. [66, 64, 65] for subsequent
application to mechanics in Sec 3.
Notation I use 〈 〉 to denote ‘space of’. I add a prefix to this to indicate what kind of structure each space is, e.g. g for group,
t for topological space, m for metric space or r for Riemannian geometry. The additional structures for each of these appear
after a semicolon inside the angled brackets.
h
= denotes equal up to homeomorphism and
i
= denotes equal up to isometry.
Tr(d) are the d-dimensional translations. Rot(d) are the d-dimensional rotations. Dil(d) are the d-dimensional dilations.
Ref(d) are the d-dimensional reflections. Eucl(d) is the Euclidean group consisting of d-dimensional translations, rotations
and reflections. SEucl(d) is the special Euclidean group consisting of d-dimensional translations and rotations. Sim(d) is the
similarity group consisting of d-dimensional translations, rotations, dilations and reflections. SSim(d) is the special similarity
group consisting of d-dimensional translations, rotations and dilations.
dim(Q(N , d)) = Nd. This space is RNd, which carries ‘+’ and ‘·’ operations. dim(Tr(d)) = d. Tr(d) is g〈Rd; +〉.
dim(Rot(d)) = d(d – 1)/2. Rot(d) is SO(d) (and there are ‘no rotations’ in dimension 1 – it is a discontinuous Z2 then).
dim(Dil(d)) = 1, while Dil(d) = Dil = g〈R+, ·〉, independently of d. Ref(d) is discrete. It is Z2. SEucl(d) = Tr(d) × Rot(d),
SSim(d) = Tr(d) × Rot(d) × Dil = SEucl × Dil. Eucl(d) = SEucl(d) ×Z2. Sim(d) = SSim(d) ×Z2. dim(Eucl(d)) = d(d +
1)/2 and dim(Sim(d)) = d(d + 1)/2 + 1.
Definition 1 Relative space R(N , d) is the quotient spaceQ(N , d)/Tr(d) and proper relative space is r(N , d) = Q(N , d)/Tr(d)×
Z2. Relational space is R(N , d) = Q(N , d)/SEucl(d) and proper relational space is R(N , d) = Q(N , d)/Eucl(d). Preshape
space is P(N , d) = Q(N , d)/Tr(d) × Dil and proper preshape space is p(N , d) = Q(N , d)/Tr(d) × Dil × Z2. Shape space is
S(N , d) = Q(N , d) 0/SSim(d) and proper shape space is s(N , d) = Q(N , d) 0/Sim(d)× Z2.
We will really consider the spaces of Definition 1 as augmented to be normed spaces, metric spaces, topological spaces, and,
where possible, Riemannian geometries. Quotienting out the translations is so simple that it does not really matter at which
stage this is done. Doing so amounts to centering the material points about a particular point. One can arrive at (proper)
shape space either via (proper) relational space or via (proper) preshape space.
dim(R(N , d)) = Nd, dim(R(N , d)) = d{2N + 1 – d}/2, dim(P(N , d)) = nd – 1, D(N , d) ≡ dim(S(N , d)) = d{2N + 1 –
d}/2 – 1, with the notable special cases dim(R(1, d)) = dim(R(1, d)) = dim(P(1, d)) = dim(S(1, d)) = 0, dim(P(2, 1)) =
dim(S(2, 1)) = 0 and dim(R(2, 3)) = dim(S(2, 2)) = 0 and dim(R(2, 1)) = dim(R(2, 2)) = dim(P(2, 2)) = 1. See also Table
1 i) to iv).
I use the following index types. α for spatial coordinates 1 to d.
Real coord labels Complex coord labels Configuration space coords
A = 1 to N = N+ 1 particle labels
A = 1 to N relative particle position labels A = 1 to N complex relative space labels in 2d A = 1 to Nd relative space coords
∆ = 1 to Nd – 1 preshape space coords
a = 1 to N – 1 radial shape coord labels in 2d a = 1 to N – 1 complex shape coord labels in 2d, a = 1 to 2{N− 1} real shape coord labels in 2d,
comprising both the a and the ea comprising both the a and the eaea = 1 to N – 1 angular shape coord labels
Definition 2 QN ,d is the nontrivial quotient map: S(N , d) −→ P(N , d). Below I often abbreviate this to Q.
Lemma 1 (real representations) Q(N , d) can be represented by q = 〈q
A
A = 1 to N〉, the particle position coordinates.
R(N , d) can be represented by r = 〈rA A = 1 to N〉, a set of independent relative coordinates, e.g. 1) an independent set
chosen from among the relative particle positions rAB = qA−qB or 2) the Jacobi coordinates RA. P(N , d) can be represented
by r¯ = 〈r¯ii = 1 to N〉 obtained from these by normalization (so that these have 1 degree of freedom less).
2.1 Topological space, metric space and topological manifold structures
Note that A(d)
h
= Rd, Q(N , d) h= RNd, R(N , d) h= RNd.
Theorem 1 P(N , d) h= SNd−1.
Proof Elementary, given how P(N , d) is defined.
Lemma 2 The {Nd –1}-sphere may be coordinatized by X∆ = xAα/x11 with the 1 among these struck out: the Beltrami
coordinates.
Structure 1 The Rd inner product serves to have a notion of ‘localized in space’, which survives in some form for all the
configuration spaces considered. This is useful as regards discussing observable configurations.
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Structure 2 One also has have a notion of localized in configuration space – i.e. of which configurations look alike (this is
important as in physics one does not know precisely what configuration one has). For this one has available the possibly-
weighted RNd norm || ||w. One could use the RNd norm in P(N , d) too, as a chordal distance, but there are also intrinsic
distances that could be used thereupon (based on angular separations in SNd−1).
Structure 3 m〈Q(N , d), || ||w〉 and m〈R(N , d), || ||w〉 are appropriate as metric spaces to work with. Then one inherits
m〈P(N , d), Dchordal〉, which is topologically equivalent to m〈Q(N , d), Dgreat circle〉, see [66] p13 [Dchordal and Dgreat circle being
related by Dchordal = sin(Dgreat circle), see [66] p205]. Then Dgreat circle(A¯, B¯) = Arccos(A¯ · B¯). This carries over to shape
space: one has the metric space m〈S(N , d), D〉, for the quotient metric
D(Q(A¯, B¯) =
min
T ∈ SO(d) Dgreat circle(A¯, T B¯) =
min
T ∈ SO(d) arccos(A¯ · T B¯) . (28)
Structure 4 Appropriate topological spaces to work with are t〈P(N , d); τP〉 for τP the set of open sets (obeying topological
space axioms) determined by Dchordal or Dgreat circle and t〈S(N , d); τS〉 e.g. obtained from the preceding as the quotient
topology corresponding to the map Q, or, equivalently, as the set of open sets determined by Dchordal or Dgreat circle. As an
available resource, untapped in the present Paper, p12 [66] provides some theorems for shape spaces at the level of topological
spaces.
Lemma 3 (complex representations). i) In 2d, relative configurations can be represented by N complex numbers
〈zA A = 1 to N〉 – the homogeneous coordinates.
ii) Assuming that not all of these are simultaneously 0 (i.e. excluding the maximal collision), 2d shapes can be represented
by N – 1 independent complex ratios, the so-called inhomogeneous coordinates 〈Za a = 1 to N−1〉 [This is established by
dividing the complex numbers in i) by a particular zA and ignoring the 1 among the new string of complex numbers.]
Theorem 2 (shape spaces as topological surfaces).
i) S(N , 1) h= SN−2
ii) S(N , 2) h= CPN−2
iii) S(d + 1, d)
h
= SC(d) for C(d) = D(d + 1, d)
iv) S(A,B)
h
= RPC(B) for A ≤ B.
(cf Table 1 v)).
Proof i) is a trivial corollary of Theorem 1.
ii) Use Lemma 3.ii) (which is a standard presentation of CPN−2). Then take out eiα [which amounts to taking out the SO(2)
rotations].
iii) is Casson’s theorem (see [66] p20-22).
iv) is a simple corollary of Casson’s theorem, which follows as one is now allowed to make reflections via higher-d rotations,
and RPk = Sk/Z2 ✷.
Note that there is indeed agreement on the various overlaps of the above. C(2) = 0 so SC(2) = S2−2.
RP
C(2) ≡ RP0 h= CP0 ≡ CP2−2. CP1 h= S2 is a well-known geometrical result. Also note that the missing triangle in Table 1
v) are likely new in this context rather than known from elsewhere in mathematics. Finally note that at the topological level,
1d and 2d shape spaces are in terms of standard spaces. At the topological level, the 3d spaces are RP2, S5, and then all
new spaces, while the 4d spaces are RP2, RP5, S9 and then all new spaces. See Ch. 2-5 of [66] for a partial characterization
of these spaces at the topological level.
Corollary 1 i) s(N , 1) h= RPN−2.
ii) s(N , 2) h= CPN−2/Z2.
iii) s(A,B)
h
= RPC(B) for A ≤ B+ 1
[See also Table 1.vi)].
Proof Use Theorem 2 and note that quotienting out twice is the same as quotienting out once for the last part ✷.
Corollary 2 R(N , d) h= P(N , d) × [0,∞) and R(N , d) h= S(N , d) × [0,∞), though these do not exclude the possibility of
pathologies at the origin.
Proof Build up an ‘onion’.
Note that, because of pathologies at the origin, relational space is in some ways a less advantageous intermediate to study
than preshape space.
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2.2 Riemannian metric structure
I begin with two simple results.
Theorem 3 P(N , d) i= r〈SNd−1, g(sphere, 1/2)Γ∆ 〉. [‘Sphere, 1/2’ means the standard spherical metric of curvature 1/2.]
Proof P(N, d) is described by
∑Nd
∆=1 r¯
2
∆ = constant (normalization condition, which is clearly the S
Nd−1 sphere embedded in
the usual way in RNd ✷.
Theorem 4 In the Beltrami coordinates of Lemma 2, the standard metric on the {Nd–1}-sphere has line element
ds2 =MΓ∆dXΓdX∆ ≡ {1 + ||X ||
2}||dX ||2 − (X , dX )2
{1 + ||X ||2}2 . (29)
I next consider the situation for shape space.
Structure 5 Associated with the nontrivial quotient map Q are the orbits Orb(X¯) = Q−1(Q(X¯)) = 〈T X¯|T ∈ SO(d)〉 and
the stabilizers Stab(X¯) = 〈T ∈ SO(d)|T X¯ = X¯〉. These can furthermore be thought of as fibres and isotropy groups. The
orbits or fibres are, for X¯ of rank e, Q(X¯) =
 SO(d), e ≥ d + 1Stie(d, e), e < d + 1
for Stie(d, e) = SO(d)/SO(d – e) the Stiefel manifolds [67] of orthonormal e frames in Rd. As an available resource untapped
in this Paper, [66] provides a number of topological space results about the fibres.
Definition 3 Let De(N , d) be the subset of P(N , d) corresponding to rank ≤ e and let Dce(N , d) be its complement. I will
often drop the (N , d) from the notation.
Note that restricting attention to shape spaces on or above the Casson diagonal, DN−2 is the set with nontrivial isotropy
groups.
Definition 4 Q(DN−2) is the singularity set of S(N , d), while Q(DcN−2) is the nonsingular part of S(N , d).
Theorem 5 On Q(DcN−2) there is a unique Riemannian metric compatible with the differential structure and with respect
to which Q is particularly well behaved is inherited from P(N , d).
Proof 1) by Riemannian submersion [68]. 2) Alternatively, from first principles according to the steps below up to and
including Structure 7 ✷.
Lemma 4 On P(N , d) the geodesics are great circles.
Proof By Theorem 3, P(N , d) i= SNd−1, and then it is well-known that the geodesics of spheres are great circles ✷.
Note that the geodesic joining X¯ and Z¯ takes the form
ΓZ¯(s) = X¯coss+ Z¯sins (30)
parametrized in terms of geodesic distance, for 0 ≤ s ≤ pi. Also note that the tangent vector to the geodesic is dΓZ¯ (s)ds
∣∣∣
s=0
= Z¯.
Structure 6 i) The exponential map is TX¯(P(N , d)) −→ P(N , d) Z¯ 7−→ Γ Z¯
||Z||
(||Z||). It restricts to a diffeomorphism of
〈Z¯ ∈ TX¯(P(N , d))| ||Z¯|| < pi〉 onto 〈P(N , d)/antipode of X¯〉.
Γ̂A is a curve in SO(d) starting from I so that the tangent vector at s = 0,
dbΓA
ds
∣∣∣
s=0
= A is tangent to SO(d) at I. exp(sA)
is in SO(d) iff exp(sA)exp(sA)T = I iff exp(s{A + AT}) = I iff A + AT = 0. So any skew-symmetric matrix A¯ represents
a vector tangent to SO(d) at I. As the space of d × d skew symmetric matrices has dimension d(d – 1)/2 = dim(SO(d)),
that’s the entire tangent space to SO(d) at I.
ii) as exp(sA¯) lies in SO(d) whenever AT = −A, γ̂A(s) = exp(sA)X¯ lies in the fibre orbit through X¯.
Definition 5 The subspace of tangent vectors dbγA(s)ds
∣∣∣
s=0
= AX¯ to such curves at X¯ is the vertical tangent subspace at X¯,
VX¯ = 〈AX¯ |AT = A〉. Its orthogonal complement HX¯ i.e. such that TX¯(P(N , d)) = VX¯(N , d) ⊕ HX¯(N , d) is the horizontal
tangent subspace at X¯.
Note that for Q(X¯) nonsingular, i.e. X¯ 6 ∈ Dd−2, VX¯(N , d) is isomorphic to SO(d) at I, but at a singular point A is tangent
to the isotropy subgroup, so VX¯(N , d) is isomorphic to Stie(d, e) at I.
Proposition 1
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i) If a geodesic in P(N , d) starts out in a horizontal direction, then its tangent vectors remain horizontal along it.
ii) Distance-parametrization and horizontality are preserved under SO(d).
Proof i) by definition, the geodesic ΓZ¯(s) is horizontal at s = 0 iff X¯Z¯
T = Z¯X¯T. Then ∀ s, ΓZ¯
{
dΓZ¯
ds
}
= dΓZ¯ds ΓZ¯(s)
T via
the explicit formula (30) for the geodesics and trivial algebra. Thus each tangent vector dΓZ¯ds complies with the definition of
horizontal at ΓZ¯(s).
ii) TΓZ¯(s) = T X¯cos(s) + T Z¯sin(s) is a distance-preserving geodesic by (30), and tr(T X¯{T Z¯}T) = tr(T X¯Z¯TTT) =
tr(TTT X¯Z¯T) = tr(X¯Z¯T) by the cyclic identity and T orthogonal. Next, T X¯{T Z¯}T = T X¯Z¯TTT = T Z¯X¯TTT = T Z¯{T X¯}T
(with the third step using horizontality of the untransformed geodesic), which reads overall that the transformed geodesic is
then also horizontal ✷.
(Riemannian) Structure 7 i) Thus the exp function restricted to HX¯ , exp|HX¯ , maps 〈 vectors of length < pi 〉 onto the
submanifold HX¯ of S(N , d) defined by HX¯ = 〈s ∈ S(N , d)| all tangent vectors at X¯ are horizontal 〉.
ii) Since the tangent spaces to the fibre and to HX¯ are clearly perpendicular, there is a neighbourhood UX¯ such that
∀ Y ∈ UX¯ the tangent spaces to the fibre and to HX¯ remain transverse. Thus the fibre at Y meets UX¯ only at Y. Thus, one
has established that given X outside Dd−2, through each point T X¯ of the fibre at X¯ there is a submanifold UX¯ traced out
by local horizontal geodesics through T X¯ such that
a) UT1X¯ and UT2X¯ are disjoint if T1 6= T2.
b) Each submanifold UTX¯ is mapped by the quotient mapping Q bijectively and thus homeomorphically with respect to the
quotient topology onto a neighbourhood of Q(X¯) ∈ S(N , d).
c) The action of each S ∈ SO(d) restricts to a diffeomorphism of UTX¯ that also preserves the Riemannian metric, i.e. it maps
geodesics to geodesics of the same length and its derivative maps horizontal tangent vectors at T X¯ to horizontal tangent
vectors of the same length at STX¯. Thus one can use UX¯ , Q|UX¯ to determine a differential structure on the nonsingular
part of shape space: Q(Dd−2), since for any other choice (UTX¯ , Q|UTX¯ ) the composition (Q|UTX¯ )−1 ◦ Q|UX¯ is just the
diffeomorphism T |UX¯ .
iii) The above ensures independence of which point on the fibre is used. Thus we have a Riemannian metric on the nonsingular
part of shape space.
Note that this metric is naturally induced from P(N , d) = SNd−1. It has been defined such that
Q : HX¯(N , d) −→ P(N , d) i−→ TQ(X¯)(S(N , d)), which is a Riemannian submersion.
Definition 6 A geodesic in S(N , d) is the image of any horizontal geodesic in P(N , d).
Note that this permits geodesics to pass between strata. Thus geodesics can be extended beyond the nonsingular part of the
space, and this serves to extend the above Riemannian structure (see [66] for these results, which not used in the present
paper).
Proposition 2 The geodesics of (30), Lemma 4 (or the associated Riemannian metric of Structure 7) provide the same
metric distance D as Structure 3.
Proof By definition, the geodesic between two shapes Q(X¯) and Q(Y¯ ) is the image of a horizontal geodesic Γ from X¯ to
some point TY¯ in fibre Q(Y¯ ). Since Γ meets the fibres orthogonally at these points [Γ being horizontal and the fibres being
vertical], so the induced distance that follows from the geodesics/associated Riemannian metric is indeed
min
T ∈ SO(d) D(X¯, T Y¯ ) = arccos
max
T ∈ SO(d) tr(T Y¯ X¯T) ≡ D(Q(X¯), Q(Y¯ ) ✷.
Note that what one has constructed thus is a Riemannian structure on Q(Dcd−2). In general, one would have to worry about
the geometry on Dd−2 – the name ‘singularity set’ does indeed carry curvature singularity connotations. But this paper
circumvents that by considering only dimension 1 and dimension 2, for which the singularity set is empty. Thus for these
cases, what one has constructed above is a Riemannian structure everywhere on shape space (and one can then show by
computation thereupon that there are no curvature singularities within these shape spaces).
2.3 1d shape spaces
Lemma 5 S(N , 1) = P(N , 1), R(N , 1) = R(N , 1) (both homeomorphically and isometrically).
Corollary 3 S(N , 1) h= P(N , 1) h= SN−2.
Proof S(N , 1) = P(N , 1) by the rotations being trivial in 1d. Then use Theorem 1: P(N , 1) h= SNd−1 ≡ SN−2.
Note that, from the triviality of the rotations involved, nothing needs to be induced from the sphere, nor is any minimization
required. The singularity set is empty.
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Corollary 4 S(N , 1) i= P(N , 1) i= r〈SN−2, g(sphere, 1/2)Γ∆ 〉.
Proof S(N , 1) = P(N , 1) by rotations being trivial in 1d. Then use Theorem 3: P(N , 1) i= SNd−1 ≡ SN−2 ✷.
Corollary 5 The metric on 1-d shape space is the appropriate subcase of (29).
2.4 2d shape spaces
In 2d rotations are simpler than in higher d while being nontrivial. It is this that lies behind Lemma 3’s straightforward
complex representations for P(N , 2) and S(N , 2). The latter representation, 〈Za a = 1 to N−1〉 has two manifest symmetries:
Z2 conjugation and U(N − 1)/U(1) permutations of coordinates. Each of these commutes with the SO(2) action.
Other simplifications in 2d are that S(N , 2) h= CPN−2 [Theorem 2 ii)], and note that the minimization in the quotient
metric (in the metric space sense) of Structure 3 may be carried out explicitly in 2d by use of the complex representation as
follows.
Proposition 3 cosD(Q(z), Q(w)) = |(z·w)C|||z||C||w||C for ( · )C the Cn inner product and || ||C the corresponding norm.
Proof By the definition of D, the left-hand side is
max
α ∈ [0, 2pi) tr(|z|−1|w|−1eiαzwT), the numerator of which contains
“
Re(z) Im(z)
”
( cosα sinα–sinα cosα )( Re(w)Im(w) ) = Acosα+Bsinα ,
where A = Re(w · z)C and B = Im(w · z)C. The maximum condition which follows from this is then tanα = B/A, for which
the maximum value is
√
A2 +B2/||z||C||w||C ✷.
Theorem 6 The corresponding Riemannian line element is
dD2 =
||z||2C||dz||2C − |(z · dz)C|2
||z||4C
=
{1 + ||Z ||2C}||dZ ||2C − |(Z · dZ)C|2
{1 + ||Z ||2C}2
. (31)
Proof Consider w = z+ δz. Then
δD2 = sin2δD +O(δD4) = 1− cos2D(Q(z), Q(z+ δz) +O(δD4) (32)
then use the Proposition 3, linearity, the binomial expansion and take the limit as δz −→ 0 to get the first form. Then divide
top and bottom by ||zi||4C and use the definition of Za to get the second form ✷.
This line element (which indeed is Riemannian, its positive-definiteness following from the Schwarz inequality) is the classical
Fubini–Study [69] line element on CPN−2, which is the natural line element thereupon, such that its constant curvature is 4.
Thus the following has been proven.
Corollary 6 S(N , 2) i= r〈CPN−2; g(Fubini–Sudy, 4)ab 〉.
Corollary 7 S(3, 2)
i
= r〈S2; g(sphere, 1/2)ab 〉.
Proof Now || ||C = | |, so two terms cancel in the second form of (31), leaving
dD2 =
dZdZ
{1 + Z2}2 =
dr2 + r2dθ2
{1 + r2}2 =
{
1
2
}2
{dψ2 + sin2ψdθ2} (33)
by using the polar form for the complex numbers and the coordinate transformation r = tanψ2 ✷.
Note that in 2d, the SO(d) action is free, there is no stratification, no complications in considering geodesics, and the natural
metric on shape space is everywhere-defined and everywhere of finite curvature.
2.5 Higher-d shape spaces
Here, the Riemannian structure and sometimes even the topology are no longer standard, well-studied ones, while the singular
set begins to play a prominent and obstructory role. [66] does however describe and provide references for a partial study of
(easier subcases of) these shape spaces.
2.6 Relative and relational space counterparts
The maximal collision can be mathematically unpleasant. In this sense (proper) shape space is easier to handle than (proper)
relational space. That is a useful guide in seeking for tractable toy models.
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3 Mechanics on configuration spaces of shapes
For these mechanics, the incipient notion of space Absolute space A(d) = Rd and the incipient configuration space Q(N , d) =
〈N labelled possibly superposed material points in Rd〉. Configurational relationalism is to be directly implemented: rather
than involve a nontrivial group of irrelevant motions, I work directly on the reduced configuration space in Sec 2, which gives
me natural composite objects, in particular natural metrics, out of which to construct my actions. In each case I consider a
Jacobi-type action to implement temporal relationalism through manifest reparametrization invariance without any variables
extraneous to the configuration space,
I =
∫
dλL = 2
∫
dλ
√
T{U+ E} . (34)
3.1 Direct construction of a natural mechanics on preshape space
Theory 1 The reduced configuration space is here preshape space, which is SNd−1: |x|2 = const. If one considers the natural
spherical metric on this in Beltrami coordinates (29), the natural kinetic term for a mechanics is
T =
1
2
||X˙ ||2M(sphere) ≡
1
2
{1 + ||X ||2}||X˙ ||2 − (X , X˙ )2
{1 + ||X ||2}2 . (35)
The natural potential term V to take is a function of the X∆, i.e. a function that is homogeneous of degree zero in the xaα.
The Jacobi action for a mechanics is then (34) with this kinetic term and potential term substituted in.
3.2 Direct construction of a natural mechanics on shape space
Theory 2 The reduced configiration space is here shape space. The natural metric kinetic term for a theory on shape space
is that whose kinetic term is constructed using the natural shape space metric. In dimension 1, preshape space is shape
space, so one arrives at a subcase of the theory in the previous Subsec.
In dimension 2, shape space is CP2{N−1}, which carries the natural Fubini–Study metric as per Sec 2. In the usual inhomo-
geneous coordinates of Lemma 3, the natural kinetic term for a mechanics is
T =
1
2
||Z˙ ||2M(Fubini–Study) ≡
1
2
{1 + ||Z ||2C}||Z˙||2C − |(Z · Z˙)C|2
{1 + ||Z ||2C}2
, (36)
while the natural potential term V to take is a function of the Za, i.e. a function that is homogeneous of degree zero in the
zaα. The Jacobi action for a mechanics is then (34) with this kinetic term and potential term substituted in.
3.3 How a general mechanical theory unfolds from actions of the above form
Consider (34) with
T =
1
2
||Q˙||2M . (37)
The momenta are
Pp¯ =
√
E− V
T
Mp¯q¯Q˙q¯ . (38)
There is then as a primary constraint the quadratic energy constraint
1
2
||P||2N =
1
2
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
√
E− V
T
MQ˙
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2
N
=
E− V
T
1
2
||Q˙||2MNM = E − V (39)
by NM = I. and (37). This is, as in Sec 1, a homogeneous quadratic energy constraint that is analogous to the GR
Hamiltonian constraint and carries associated with its form the frozen formalism aspect of the problem of time. Variation
with respect to Ra gives the equation of motion of the theory, which is, in its geodesic equation-like velocity form,
∇tQ˙p¯ ≡ X¨ p¯ + Γp¯q¯r¯X q¯X r¯ = −N p¯q¯V,q¯ , (40)
where Γ is the metric connection. Or, in terms of momentum variables,
P˙p¯ = ||P||2NM,p¯N − V,p¯ . (41)
This equation of motion does indeed propagate the energy constraint:
{||P||2N + V− E}˙ = 2(P, P˙)N + ||P||2N˙ + V˙ = ||P ||2NM˙N − V˙+ ||P ||2N˙MN + V˙ = ||P||2{NM}˙N = 0 (42)
by the chain rule and NM = I.
In the Appendix I compute N p¯q¯,Mp¯q¯,r¯ and Γp¯q¯r¯ for each mechanical theory, thus rendering the above equations explicitly-
computed.
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3.4 Mechanics on relative space and relational space
E2/2J = J˙2/8J is now not subtracted off in the action. Thus, on relative space,
T =
1
2
{
J˙2
4J
+ J
{1 + ||X ||2}||X˙ ||2 − (X · X˙ )2
{1 + ||X ||2}2
}
(43)
On 1d relational space is the same as relative space so one has a subcase of the above. On 2d relational space, one has
T =
1
2
{
J˙2
4J
+ J
{1 + ||Z ||2C}||Z˙ ||2C − |(Z · Z˙)C|2
{1 + ||Z ||2C}2
}
(44)
One can think of (43) as a shape-scale split of the polar coordinates presentation
2T = ||R˙||2
µ
= ||ρ||2
µ
+ ||ρθ˙||2
µ
. (45)
This is the Jacobi coordinates diagonal rearrangement of T =
PP
A < B
mAmB
M
|r˙AB|2. One can think of (44) similarly as the
shape-scale split of the presentation
2T = ||ρ˙||2
µ
+ ||J ||2I , (46)
which comes about by rearrangingT =
PP
A < B
JAJB
J
|θAB|2 for JA the Ath partial moment of inertia by introducing diagonalizing
velocities Ja in analogy with the abovenoted Jacobi coordinates manipulation. The relational space presentations above are
fully reduced reformulations of Barbour–Bertotti theory in 1d and 2d.
4 Equivalence of my direct construction and the Barbour-type indirect con-
struction
I now show that two of the above theories are reformulations of two of Barbour’s mechanics theories. Thus Kendall’s work
is (a good start on) the configuration space study for Barbour’s mechanics; additionally, we have seen that the configuration
spaces are Sk and Ck for these theories (in 1 or 2 dimensions). As these are well-known spaces, this observation permits me
to ‘complete’ the configuration space study with the material provided in the Appendices.
Theorem 7 The following theories that I have built in this paper by the direct implementation of spatial relationalism are
equivalent to the theories obtained by the Barbour-type indirect implementation of spatial relationalism, being related to
these by the process of (Routhian) reduction.
i) Theory 1 is equivalent to my new Theory (Example 5).
ii) In 1d, Theory 2 is equivalent to Barbour’s dilation-invariant Theory (Example 4)
iii) In 2d, Theory 2 is equivalent to Barbour’s dilation-invariant Theory.
Proof i) For my new Theory as formulated by (35) in (9), the Lagrangian forms of the constraints (15, 23) are, by using (21)
and multiplying by J I˙,
P =
N∑
A=1
mAδ
AB{q˙
B
− A˙ + C˙q
B
} = 0 (47)
and
D =
N∑
A=1
q
A
·mAδAB{q˙B − A˙ + C˙qB} = 0 . (48)
Then, using these equations and Routhian reduction to eliminate A˙ and C˙ from the action, I obtain the new action (9) with
T = {PT − E2}/2J (49)
for
J = ||R||2
µ
, T = ||R˙||2
µ
, P = ||ρ||2
µ
and E = (R, R˙)µ , (50)
for µ the array with components µAδAB for µA the Jacobi cluster masses [62]. Dividing top and bottom by R
4
1 and making
the identification √
µ
A
RAα = XAα (51)
to pass to the Beltrami coordinates of Lemma 2, this is of the form (35).
ii) As in 1d the above theory coincides with Barbour’s dilation-invariant Theory (through the absense of a continuous group
of rotations in 1d) reduction to Barbour’s dilation-invariant Theory in 1d is also accomplished as above.
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iii) For Barbour’s dilation-invariant Theory as formulated by (19, 20) in (9), the Lagrangian forms of the constraints (15, 16
23) are, by using (21) and multiplying by J I˙,
P =
N∑
A=1
mAδ
AB{q˙
B
− A˙− B˙ × q
B
+ C˙q
B
} = 0 , (52)
L =
N∑
A=1
qA × mAδ
AB{q˙
B
− A˙− B˙ × q
B
+ C˙q
B
} = 0 , (53)
and
D ≡
N∑
A=1
qA ·mAδAB{q˙B − A˙− B˙ × qB + C˙qB} = 0 . (54)
If the dimension is now furthermore 2, these equations and Routhian reduction can be used to eliminate A˙ and C˙ from
the action. I thus obtain the new action (9)
2JT = {JT − E2 −A}/J (55)
where
A =
∑
I
∑
J
{(RI ,RJ)(R˙I , R˙J)− (RI , R˙J)(R˙I ,RJ)} . (56)
I then recast this in terms of polar (rather than Cartesian) Jacobi coordinates, and then re-express these as complex variables,
whereupon
A =
∑
I
∑
J
ρ2Iρ
2
J θ˙I θ˙J (57)
and
E2 =
∑
I
∑
J
ρI ρ˙IρJ ρ˙J , (58)
so
E2 +A = |(z¯ · z˙)C|2 . (59)
Also,
J = |z|2C and T = |z˙|2C . (60)
So
JT − E2 −A = |z|2C|z˙|2C − |(z¯ · z˙)C|2 . (61)
Then
T =
1
2
|z|2C|z˙|2C − |(z¯ · z˙)C|2
{|z|2C}2
, (62)
which is the standard pre-Fubini form [c.f. first equality in (31)], which becomes the Fubini form (36) upon division by the
fourth power of one of the zi and adoption of the inhomogeneous coordinates Za of Lemma 3 ✷.
5 Conclusion
This paper considers the topological and geometrical structure of the spaces of shapes with and without scale. Using this
as first principles, I was led to various relational particle dynamics which have these spaces as their configuration spaces. I
then found these to be equivalent to Barbour’s relational particle dynamics [7] or other theories that are obtainable from
Barbour’s perspective once rather elaborate reduction has taken place. Thus Barbour’s foundations are not the only way of
thinking from which such theories can be extracted.
Another value of this paper is that one of the theories considered is new. It is a theory in which position and size are
relational but orientation is absolute (while in Barbour’s theory all three are relational). One use for this is as a simple
model of whether Barbour’s theory’s dilation invariance models nature, Barbour’s theory itself being hard to compute with
in dimension 3 while my theory is equally simple in all dimensions. Thus my theory would allow for investigation of whether
realistic – i.e. 3d – galactic and cosmological matter distributions can both reproduce known solar system physics and do
better than Newtonian theory as regards modelling at galactic and cosmological scales. [The techniques of this paper would
also permit to investigate Barbour theory proper – but in 2-d – in this regard, which itself may be reasonable for some rough
calculations, as both the solar system and our galaxy are approximately planar.]
The principal purpose of this paper is that it provides a fairly full configuration space study for these theories. This
mostly came about from my observation that these theories’ configuration spaces coincide with the spaces studied disjointly
in the geometrical and statistical literature, mostly by Kendall [65, 66].
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My theory in arbitrary dimension turns out to have configuration space SNd−1 for N = N − 1, with standard spherical
metric. Barbour’s theory coincides with mine in 1d so that has configuration space SN−1 too. Barbour’s theory in 2-d turns
out to have the configuration space CPN−1 with standard Fubini–Study metric. These are all well-known topologies and
geometries, so making these identifications provides a wealth of techniques and results for the study of relational models
at both classical and quantum levels, which are of interest in the investigations detailed in the following paragraphs. This
paper is in this respect a substantial improvement over the study of configuration spaces ‘from scratch’ in [50] and which
does not explicitly complete the reduction process, and over the study in [44] (which is for only 3 particles); the ‘simple
ratio variables’ of [18, 44] are now recognized as the inhomogeneous coordinates of projective geometry. The extension to
more than 3 particles in 2-d is a significant generalization in terms of containing two non-trivial subsystems and in having
non-conformally flat configuration space geometry. I have also touched on formulations of the mechanical theory with relative
position and orientation and absolute scale (Barbour–Bertotti theory [6]) in shape-and-scale variables in 1 and 2 dimensions.
I speculate that Kendall’s work on higher-d shape spaces could play an analogous role in higher-d Barbour theory and
Barbour–Bertotti theory to that which his 1 and 2 dimensional work plays in this paper. This further work of Kendall’s
includes a considerable study at the topological level [66], and quite a complete study of further structures in the case of 4
particles in 3-d [66, 70]. Both the geometry and the mechanics being harder in the 3-d case, I leave this study for a future
occasion.
In this paper’s study of Barbour’s theory in 2-d, I observe the continuation of the trend [50, 44] that the relational
approach gives simple mathematics similar to that encountered in absolute approach. For d = 3, the simpleness disappears.
Barbour’s theory may be relatively simpler to handle than Barbour–Bertotti theory because it avoids having a maximal
collision. This may make Barbour theory relevant as the simplest mathematics that arises relationally and is substantially
different from the mathematics of absolute mechanics. [44] is about triangle lands, of interest as in [14, 17]. This paper is
about polygon lands in 2d, of interest likewise. One direction for further research is to solve the classical equations of motion
for N > 3 in parallel to the N = 3 treatment in [44].
As regards quantum relational mechanics, in the light of this paper one can now use known approaches to quantization on
the configuration spaces Sk and CPk, but now interpreting these in the new, relational context by mapping back from shape
coordinates to particle position coordinates. I set this up in [20], additionally providing exact, perturbative and numerical
solutions for various natural potentials in the simplest 2-d case (by using CP1 = S2). Lines of work that remain to be done
are explicitly solving some cases of QM for the 2-d 4-particle CP2 configuration space system, and considering cases whose
potentials are such that relative angular momentum exchange between subsystems [50, 44] is possible.
As argued in the Introduction, relational particle dynamics are toy models that are useful as regards the investigation of
conceptual issues in the problem of time in quantum GR. The cases studied in this paper are not good as toy models for the
study of superspace (a configuration space for GR), because their configuration spaces are too simple to manifest most of the
difficulties that one encounters in studying superspace. Rather, the relational models studied in this paper are toy models
for what one could do as regards the problem of time in GR were its configuration space substantially mastered.
One problem of time approach is records theory. This is at present heterogenous rather than a single subject, with
Page–Wootters [9], Gell-Mann–Hartle [26] and Halliwell [27], and Barbour [15, 17] covering different suggestive aspects. I
take it to mean the study of correlations between subsystems of a single present in the hope of being able to reconstruct
(something) of a semblance of dynamics or history from them [30]. A useful tool for this would be a minimizer to compare
different (sub)configurations [30], in which respect I observe that Kendall’s minimizer (28) is a candidate in addition to
Barbour’s [minimize the redundant form of the relational particle model’s action over the auxiliary variables]. See [31] for
more. These tools are directly applicable at the classical level (for which records theory already makes sense) and may be
inherited at (or induce more complicated structures at) the quantum level (for which records theory is likely to be more
interesting). Barbour conjectures [15, 17] that records which give a sembance of dynamics, which he terms time capsules
and include bubble chambers which exhibit the tracks of α-particles [71], are states in geometrically special parts of the
configuration space for which the wavefunction of the universe is highly peaked.7 Conformal non-flatness is needed for the
fully unambiguously geometrical kinetic term effects suggested by Barbour in [17]. This paper makes clear that the simplest
such relational dynamics is 4 particles in 2d (configuration space CP2) , which lies within the scope of the relational program
via this paper’s results. This model is also motivated by nontrivial records theory requiring models that have enough degrees
of freedom to permit two spatially-separated nontrivial subsystems.
This paper also allows for more advanced specific toy modelling of the emergent semiclassical time approach than that
of the specific semiclassical examples in [43]. The S2 = CP1 case provides an underlying geometrical understanding for the
case with nontrivial linear constraints and 2 heavy slow variables and 2 light fast variables in the unreduced picture. This
is used in [45] as a toy model exhibiting some of the complications of inhomogeneous perturbations about minisuperspace
and of some gravity–matter systems. The theory on CP2 allows for the study of 2 heavy slow variables and two nontrivial
subsystems of 2 light fast degrees of freedom each and hence is a simple model of studying correlations between two bumps
in an expanding universe cosmology – i.e. it is a toy model of the situation studied by Halliwell and Hawking [25].
The counterpart of whether microsuperspace dynamics lies stably within minisuperspace dynamics [73] is also a potential
application of this paper. E.g. whether the dynamics of a CP1 subsystem lies stably within a CP2 subsystem, with the
7That this is relevant to quantum cosmology: e.g. Halliwell and Castagnino–Laura [29, 72] have considered quantum cosmology in broadly
similar terms to this α− particle paradigm, as well as records theory and its semblance of time being, at least conceptually, a way of resolving the
problem of time.
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benefit of here being able to extend the study to a readily available and natural nested hierarchy of CPk subsystems. This
paper would also be useful as regards studying internal time [provided by (R,P) in theories with scale] in more complicated
examples than those in [18].
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Appendix A: geometrical properties of RPM configuration spaces
In order for this Paper’s equations to be explicit, I need the following objects.
For P(N , d) = SNd−1, the inverse metric is
NΓ∆ = {1 + ||X ||2}{δΓ∆ + XΓX∆} . (63)
The first partial derivatives of the metric are
MΓ∆,Λ = −XΓδ∆Λ + X∆δΓΛ + 2XΛδΓ∆{1 + ||X ||2}2 + 4
XΓX∆XΛ
{1 + ||X ||2}3 . (64)
The Christoffel symbols are
ΓΛΓ∆ = −XΓδ∆
Λ + X∆δΓΛ
1 + ||X ||2 . (65)
These spaces have Ricci tensor
RΓ∆ = {Nd− 2}MΓ∆ (66)
(so SNd−1 is Einstein) and hence have constant Ricci scalar curvature
R = {Nd− 1}{Nd− 2} . (67)
These spaces are all conformally flat, as an easy consequence of their being maximally symmetric. [They have Nd(Nd - 1)/2
Killing vectors.]
For S(N , d) = CPN−1, write the metric in 2 blocks,
Mpq = {1 + ||R||2}−1δpq − {1 + ||R||2}−2RpRq , (68)
Mepeq = {{1 + ||R||2}−1δepeq − {1 + ||R||2}RepReq}RepReq (no sum) , (69)
Mpeq = 0 . (70)
Then the inverse metric is
N pq = {1 + ||R||2}{δpq +RpRq} (71)
N epeq = {1 + ||R||2}{δepeq/R2ep + 1epeq} (no sum) , (72)
for 1epeq the matrix whose entries are all 1, and
N peq = 0 . (73)
Then the only nonzero first partial derivatives of the metric are (no sum)
Mpq,r = 1{1 + ||R||2}2
{
4RpRqRr
1 + ||R||2 − {2Rrδpq +Rqδpr +Rpδqr}
}
, (74)
Mepeq,r = 2RepReq{1 + ||R||2}2
{
2RepReqRr
1 + ||R||2 − {Rrδepeq +Reqδepr +Repδeqr}
}
+
δepeq{Repδeqr +Reqδepr}
1 + ||R||2 . (75)
The only nonzero Christoffel symbols are (no sum except over s˜)
Γpqr = −Rrδ
p
q +Rqδpr
1 + ||R||2 , (76)
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Γpeqer = δeqerδerpReq −ReqRerRerδ
peq +Reqδper
1 + ||R||2 (77)
and
Γepeqr = {δepes/R2ep + 1epes}
{ ResReq
{1 + ||R||2}2
{
2ResReqRr
1 + ||R||2 − {Rrδeqes +Resδeqr +Reqδesr}
}
+
δeseq{Resδeqr +Reqδesr}
1 + ||R||2
}
. (78)
These spaces have Ricci tensor
Rab = 2NMab (79)
(so CPN−1 is Einstein) and thus these are also spaces of constant Ricci scalar curvature
R = 4N{N− 1} . (80)
However, for N > 3, they have nonzero Weyl tensor (as checked by Maple [74]) and so are not conformally flat. [They are
fairly symmetrical but not maximally symmetric for N > 1, e.g. CP2 has 8 Killing vectors [75].]
None of the abovementioned curvatures, or curvature scalars constructed from them and the metric, blow up for finite Ra
The Sk are real manifolds. The CPk are complex manifolds. S2 = CP1 is the only complex manifold among the Sk. The
CP
k are, furthermore, Ka¨hler, with Ka¨hler potential K =
∑m
A=1 |ZA|2. The Euler and Pontrjagin classes of those which
are real manifolds and the Chern classes and characters of those which are complex manifolds are readily computible (these
are defined in e.g. [76] and are important as obstructions to quantization, and as regards issues concerning instantons and
magnetic charges).
Appendix B: topological properties of RPM configuration spaces
Now that P(N , d), S(N , 1) and S(N , 2) have been identified as Sk and CPk manifolds, the following classically and quantum-
mechanically useful topological information about paths on and obstructions in these configuration spaces becomes available.
P(N , d) = SNd−1, S(N , 1) = P(N , 1) and S(N , 2) = CPN−2 are compact without boundary and Hausdorff.
Following from [67], the homotopy groups of P(N , d) exhibit the simple patterns
pip(P(3, 1)) = pip(S
1) =
{
Z
0
p = 1
otherwise , pip(P(N , d)) = pip(SNd−1) =
{
Z
0
p = Nd – 1 > 1
p < Nd – 1
From [77], the first few homotopy groups in the remaining wedge are
pi3 pi4 pi5 pi6 pi7 pi8 pi9 pi10 pi11
P(4, 1) = S(3, 2) = S2 Z Z2 Z2 Z12 Z2 Z2 Z3 Z15 Z2
P(5, 1) = P(3, 2) = S3 Z2 Z2 Z12 Z2 Z2 Z3 Z15 Z2
P(6, 1) = S4 Z2 Z2 Z× Z12 Z2 × Z2 Z2 × Z2 Z24 × Z3 Z15
P(7, 1) = P(4, 2) = S5 Z2 Z2 Z24 Z2 Z2 Z2
P(8, 1) = S6 Z2 Z2 Z24 0 Z
P(9, 1) = P(5, 2) = S7 Z2 Z2 Z24 0
From [67], it follows that the homology and cohomology groups are
Hp(P(N , d)) = Hp(SNd−1) =
{
Z
0
p = 0 or Nd - 1
otherwise
}
= Hp(P(N , d)) = Hp(SNd−1).
The first and second Stiefel–Whitney classes are trivial for all spheres [76], which imply respectively that P(N , d) are all
orientable and admit a nontrivial spin structure.
As S(N , d) = P(N , d), one can read off the corresponding results for S(N , d) from the above by setting d = 1.
From [78], it follows that the homotopy groups pip(S(N , 2)) = pip(CPN−2) =
{
Z
pip(S
2N−3)
p = 2
otherwise.
From [67], it follows that the homology and cohomology groups are
Hp(S(N , 2)) = Hp(CPN−2) =
{
Z
0
p even up to 2{N − 2}
otherwise
}
= Hp(S(N , 2)) = Hp(CPN−2).
The first Stiefel–Whitney classes are trivial for all complex projective spaces [76], which implies that all the S(N , 2) are
orientable. The second Stiefel–Whitney classes are trivial for N − 2 an odd integer (so these S(N , 2) admit all a nontrivial
spin structure), and are nontrivial [equal to the generator of H2(CPN−2,Z)] for N − 2 an even integer (so that nontrivial
spin structures do not exist for these due to topological obstruction).
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